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THE

A production

[JSEOF PROFIT FUNCTION TO EVALUATE RELATIVE

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IN AGRICULTURE

Som P. Pudasaini

function model has been employed to analyze agricultural

production problems such as economies of scale, price responsiveness or

efficiency in resource allocation for a long time. The use of a profit

function model is becoming increasingly popular in empirical studies of

production in recent years. The increasing application of a profit function

approach appears to be based on the realization that such a model is a

more flexible methodological tool in analyzing various agricultural

problems than a conventional production function model. Both production

and profit function models are within the neoclassical production function

framework. However, the profit function model has some theoretical

properties that makes it a better tool than a conventional production

function model in analyzing various empirical problems.

The purpose of this paper is first to examine why a profit function

approach is methodologically more flexible and statistically better suited

for estimation than a production function model. Then it is to present
1
J.

a brief theoretical overview underlying the profit function approach.

Thirdly and most importantly, it is to demonstrate how a profit function

model can be empirically estimated to derive input demand and output

supply elasticities (functions) and to evaluate economic efficiency of

various groups of farmers such as large vs small or tractorized vs non-

tractorized farms.
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Finally, it is to investigate how closely the production

elasticities computed from profit function estimates approximate those

directly derived from production function model.

The empirical estimation of profit and production functions in this

study is based on the data collected by interviewing 200 wheat farmers

of Bara District in the central Terai of Nepal. The data is for 1979 wheat

season (January-April 1979). Tractorized and non-tractorized wheat

farmers are utilized to demonstrate how profit function can be employed

to test economic efficiency differences between groups of farmers. A

large majority of wheat farmers in Bara cultivate improved varieties

of wheat. A lot of them also use other modern inputs such as fertilizer

and pesticides. In addition, about 60 percent of the farmers are also

employing tractors mainly for land preparation purpose. The wheat farm

operators’ are about 40 years old and have an average education of 5.05

years.

This paper is divided into five sections. The first lists the

merits of using a profit function over the use of a conventional production

function. The second presents a glimpse of the theory underlying profit

function approach. The third section presents the operational profit

and production function models. The fourth discusses empirical results

based on production and profit functions. Finally, the findings of the

study are summarized.

I. ADVANTAGES OF USING PRO~IT FUNCTION

This section lists the relative advantages associated with the empirical

use of a profit function model over the estimation of a production function,

The rational underlying these points should be clear as one reads through
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the following sections. The characteristics that make a profit function

model methodologically more flexible than and statistically superior to

the production function model are: (Lau and Yotopoulos, 1979 and 1971,

Yotopoulos and Lau, 1973).

First, a normalized restricted profit function is assumed to be a

function of the quantities of fixed factors and the prices of variable

factors. Profit function and factor demand functions are generally

jointly estimated. Thus, a profit function model yields statistically

consistent estimates while a production function estimated by OLS may re-

sult in a simultaneous equation bias and inconsistency. Second, a farmer

is assumed to behave according to empirically testable rules which comprises

profit maximization as a special case. Input demand and output supply

functions (elasticities) are directly derived from the normalized restricted

profit function without necessarily having to assume profit maximization

and to solve for the first order condition for optimization as in the case

of a conventional production function approach. Third, the impact of institutional

characteristics are introduced directly into the profit function and the

behavioral rules. Fourth, the profit function approach takes into account

differences in technical efficiency, allocative efficiency and effective

prices, and permits to test economic efficiency differences between groups

such as educated vs. illiterate farmers, tenant vs. owner-operated farms

or tractorized vs. non-tractorized farms. Lastly, under mild regularity

conditions, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a set of concave

production functions and a set of convex profit functions by duality. Thus,

production elasticities (ie. production function coefficients) can be

easily derived from profit function estimates.
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11. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The theory underlying profit function approach is well discussed in

the literature (Lau, 1976 and 1978; Lau and Yotopoulos, 1971 and 1972;

yotopoulos and Lau, 1971 and 1979; Jamison and Lau. ?!cFad.den,Pudasaini).

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief theoretical overview

underlying the profit function approach and then move on to the discussion

of how a profit function model can be utilized in empirical studies. The

first part of this section presents a general discussion of the profit

function approach and suggests how input demand and output supply functions

can be derived from the production and profit function models under the

assumption of profit maximization. The second part describes how it can

be employed to test the assumption of profit maximization and evaluate

relative economic efficiency issues. The third part presents the theoretical

discussion of the profit function based on the Co’bb-Douglasform.

II. 1 The general case

Let a farm with the production function with neoclassical properties

be:

(2.1) Y= F(X;Z)

where Y is output, X a vector of variable inputs, and Z a vector of

fixed inputs.

Profit (P’) can be written as

(2.2) P’ = pF(X;Z) - C’X

where p is the price of output and C’ a vector of prices of variable

inputs. Assuming that a firm maximizes profits, the marginal conditions are
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(2.3) p a=c~!
dxi

(2.4) i.e., ~= ~
OA.

1
1

where C. = C~/p is the
1

profit function (P) is

normalized price

obtained from (2.

of theith input. The normalized

,2) as

(2.5) P=F(X; Z) - CX

where P = P’/p.

Solving (2.4), we get optimal quantities of variable inputs, X*’s,
i

as functions of normalized prices of the variable inputs, C,. and of the1

quantities of the fixed inputs, Z.,as

(2.6) X~}= fi(C; Z,).
1

The equation.(2.@ represents the input demand functions obtained by

solving first order conditions for profit maximization. Once the input

demand functions are derived, the output supply function can be acquired

by substituting Xl for Xi in (2.1). This represents the method of deriving

input demand and output supply functions (elasticities) in a production

function approach. The input demand and output supply functions can

be directly derived from a profit

Substituting (2.6) into (2.2) the

(2.7) iT= p[F(X*; Z) - CX*]

function model as follows.

profit function, II,is

and gives the maximized value of the profit for each set of values

(p, c1 ... cm, Z1... Zn). Since X’+ (2.6) is a function of C and Z we can
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write (2.7) as

(2.8) H = pg*(C; Z)

which gives the normalized profit function

(2.9) II*= ~/p = G*(C; Z)

which is decreasing and convex in the normalized prices of variable

inputs and increasing in the quantities of fixed inputs and the price

of output. The function (2.9) has a number of remarkable properties:

First, input demand (2.10) and supply functions (2.11)

derived from (.?.9)using what Lau and Yotopoulos refer

Shepherd-Uzawa-McFadden Lemma , which provides a set of

can be directly

to as the

dual transfor-

mation relations linking the production function and profit functions.

The negative of the derivative of the profit function.(2.9) with respect to

normalized input prices directly yields input demand functions (2.10) .

(2.10) Xl= ‘}H*(~~z) , i= 1,...,m,

i

Given (2.10), the supply function (2.11) can also be directly derived

from (2.9), as:

m

(2.11) Y*=lT*(C;Z) - Z ~ . Ci: i= 1, 2, ... m.
i=1 6C

i

In addition, by duality, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

set of concave production function (2.1) and the set of convex profit

function (2.9). Also, since each normalized profit function, the supply
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function, and the derived demand functions are functions of predetermined

variables, (prices of variable inputs and quantities of fixed inputs) they

are econometrically more appropriate for estimation i.e. estimation of

such a function avoids simultaneous equation bias if present. Moreover,

the profit function model yields consistent and efficient estimates

since,in many instances,the profit and input demand functions are jointly

estimated by techniques such as seemingly unrelated regression rather than

by OLS.

11.2 The Test of Profit Maximization and Relative Efficiency

The profit function approach can be utilized to empirically test

the assumption of profit maximization. In addition, it can also be

employed to assess the relative economic efficiency of different groups

of farmers with different levels of technical efficiency, allocative

efficiency andlor facing different effective prices. If two groups of

farms are equally technically efficient, the profit of the group that

is allocatively efficient will be higher than or equal to the other at

every set of prices If two groups of farms are equally allocative

efficient, the pxofits of the group with a higher technical efficiency

will be higher at every set of prices. If two groups of farms are identical

in terms of allocative and technical efficiency but receive andlor

pay different effective prices, they still can have different levels

of profits (as can be seen from 2.8). Thus, the relative levels of the

profit can be utilized as a measure of relative efficiency and the

profit function takes into acount all the three components in the

investigation of relative economic efficiency (Lau and Yotopoulos, 1979;

Yotopoulos and Lau, 1973).
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A group of farmers is technically more efficient relative to the other

if it consistently produces higher output from the same measurable

quantities of inputs. Differences in technical efficiency can therefore

be captured by quantifying differences in technology or technical parameter.

On the other hand, a group is absolute price (allocative) efficient if it

maximizes profit, i.e., equalizes the value of marginal products (MVP)

of each variable input to its price. If neither group maximixes profits,

the group that is closer to equalizing the MVP of variable input to its

price is relatively more allocative efficient.

To test the hypothesis of absolute and relative efficiencies, consider

that there are two groups of farmers (say non-tractorized = 1, tractorized =

2) and rewrite the production functions (2.1) for the two groups

as

(2.12) Y1 = AIF(X1; Z1)

Y2 = A2F(X2; Z2)

where managerial capacity, environmental differences, and nonmeasurable
.

resources are allowed for causing neutral differences
L
in the technical

efficiency parameter A
1

and A of the two groups of farmers.
2

The two

groups are equally technically efficient if, and only if, A1 = A2.

Also consider the following (Lau and Yotopoulos, 1979). First, the

prices of variable inputs may be different for each farm and the efficient

farms maye~uate the MVP of variable inputs to their farm specific

prices (K. C.).
J J

Second, farmers behavioral decision rule may not

necessarily be profit maximization. Under the situations, the marginal

conditions (2.4) do not hold and the conditions for two groups are re-
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written as:

(2.13) 15A1F(X1;Z1) =K~C~; K~&O , j = i,...,m

6X;

? QQ 99.3
15A4F(XL;ZL) = K: C:; K; &.O , j = 1,...,m

JJ
6X:

J

where (2.13) allows the two groups of farmers to be

absolute allocative efficiency in terms of equating

of its inputs to their respective normalized prices

unsuccessful to achieve

the marginal product

and permits them to
..

be inefficient to two different extents. The constant, K;, represents

managerial-entrepreneurial ability or behavioral decision rule of the

groups. The assumption of profit maximization (absolute price efficiency)

turns out to be a special case of the decision rule where K. = 1 for
J

all j’s. Both the non-tractorized and tractorized farms maximize

profits or are absolute price efficient means K; =K:= 1 for all j’s.

The two groups are equally price efficient, i.e. relative price ef-

ficiency, with respect to all variable inputs if K; = K; for all j’s.

If the two groups are price inefficient to two different extents such that

K: > K;, then the group 2 is relatively more price efficient that the

group 1.

The actual normalized profit functions and the demand functions of

the two groups coincide with each other if, and only if, A1 = A2 and K1 =

K2 . Since economic efficiency contains both the technical and the allo-

cative components, the difference in economic efficiency between groups
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may result from technical efficiency, price efficiency, or both. It is

possible for the two groups to have equal relative economic efficiency

without necessarily having equal technical and price efficiency.

Including the decision rules indexed in (2.13), the behavioral

normalized profit functions corresponding to the production functions

(2.12) of the two groups can be written (as shown by Lau and Yotopoulos) as:

(2.14) II~i=AiG*(K~C~/Ai; Z;), i = 1, 2; j =1, 2,..., m

The actual input demand and supply functions can be derived from (2.14) by

using Shepherd-Uzawa-McFadden Lemma. The demand and supply functions

(2.10) and (2.11) are now (2.15) and (2.16), respectively.

(2.16) Y*i = Ai[G*(KiCi/A+ Zj-)- : C; 6G*(KiCi/Ai;
z;.,

j=l
(sc;

J

From (2.15) and (2.16) we can derive the actual normalized profit function

(2.17) by using (2.2) as

m
(2.17) H*i = Y*i -

*i
x C+x.

j=l J J

m
= A1[G~c(KiCi/Ai; Zi) + z

j=l
.

~G*(KiCi/Ai; zi)
9

6c:

where,

i=l,2
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.
If a farm is absolute price efficient (K; = 1, for all j’s), the actual

and behavioral profit functions coincide. On the other hand, the actual

profit and demand functions of two firms are identical if A1 = A2 and K1 =

K2. Thus, the hypothesis of relative economic efficiency can be examined

by statistically testing the differences between the profit functions of

the two groups. There are m+2 equations in (2.15) to (2.17). Because

of profit identity, only (m-t-l)of the (m+2) equations are independent.

An appropriate functional form must be specified for the profit function

and only the mtl equations need to be estimated to tests hypothesis

concerning profit maximization and relative economic efficiency. The

nrFlequations contained in (2.15) and (2.17) are estimated in this study

as done by Lau and Yotopoulos. Since the Cobb-Douglas form is easy to

estimate and is widely utilized, a brief theoretical discussion of

the Cobb-Douglas profit function is presented below.

11.3 The Cobb-Douglas Case

Let the Cobb-Douglas production function corresponding to (2.12)

with decreasing returns in the m variable inputs and with n fixed inputs be

(2.18) Yi = Ai ~(X~)aj ~(Z~)Bj, i =1,2(1= non-tractorized; 2 = tractorized

where

m

P = Ea. < 1.
J

The actual normalized profit function corresponding to this production
.

function (2.18) for Group i, with efficiency parameters Al and K1, is

Q+

(2.19) JI*i=A~[:(Cj) ‘][~(zj)p~], i=l,2



where

-1
(2.20) A:= Ai(l-V)

1=1,2.

* ~_~
‘, j (l-l.l)-l <O, j =1, ....m

After simple algebraic manipulation, the above two identities can also

be written as

6, ~ 6; (1- lJ*)-l, j=l, ....m

The demand function for variable inputs corresponding to (2.15)

is given by (2.22): ( .)( 1

J

By taking the ratio

(2.22) X~i = (Ai)(l-l’)-l(CtjlK~C~)

l~:~;a’(1-pr’115j(1-”rll

m

1[ I

-1 n
-aj(l-ll) B.(l-ll)-l

n (c;) n (z;) J
j=l, ....m.

‘=1 j=l Y
i =1,2

2 1
of the constant terms Ah and Ak above, we get
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Thus , from equation (2.19) we can write the normalized actual profit function

for Groups 1 and 2 as (2.24) and (2.25) respectively:

By taking the natural logarithms of (2.24) and (2.25), we get (2.26) and

(2.27), respectively.

By

be

or

be

substituting from (2.20), the input demand function (2.22) can also

written as (2.28).

i =1,2 j =1,2,. ..,m

by substituting from (2.19), the input demand function (2.28) can

written as (2.29):

i =l,2; j=l,2, ....m

whe’reH:= (K;)-l ($1
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m
i

K7’C=(1- I ~j/K;) (1 - !.O-l i = 1, 2.

Equation (2.19) indicates that the actual normalized profit function of

the two groups differs by a constant factor (A;), which depends on K; and

Ai. Similarly, the demand function (2.29) differ between groups by a

i i
constant factor, H*, which depends on K alone. Also, note that the

j

parameter a; appears in both the profit function (2.26 and 2.27) and

the input demand function (2.29). Thus, the joint estimation of factor

demand and profit functions is the key to testing separately differences

in price and technical efficiencies. If Al = A2 and K1 = K2, then

A; = A: and in (A~/A~) = dT = O in (2.27). We can therefore test the

equal relative economic efficiency hypothesis by employing a group dummy

T
variable (6 ) and statistically evaluating if its value is equal to zero.

It is possible for two groups to be equally economically efficient without being

equally technically efficient or equally price (allocative) efficient or both. But

the two groups can have equal relative technical and allocative efficient if, andcnly i

A: =A~anda~1=a~2 (j = 1, 2,..., m). In addition, the two groups

1
can have equal relative allocative efficiency if a? =a~2 (j=l, 2, ....m).

12
.

which is true if, and only if K = K . Finally a? = U;l (j = 1, 2, ...$m.

i = 1, 2) only if ith group attains absolute allocative efficiency or

maximizes profit. Thus, the equations to be employed for empirical

estimation for testing differences in economic efficiency are logarithmic

normalized profit function (2.27) and the input demand functions (2.29).

Given the parameters (a; and Bj) of the actual profit function, the

estimates of the parameters (a and @j) of the production function (2.18)
j

can be computed by using the identities in (2.21).
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111. THE EMPIRICAL MODEL
3

The first part of this section presents the normalized restricted

profit function and input demand functions jointly estimated to examine

hypotheses concerning profit maximization by and relative economic ef-

ficiency of the tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farmers of Bara

District in the central Terai of Nepal. Since testing of the various

hypotheses requires imposing restricitons implied by the hypotheses in

the profit and input demand function% a brief discussion of the hypotheses

is also presented. The second part of this section discusses the wheat

production function model estimated in this study. In addition, it

also describes how production elasticities can be derived from the

normalized restricted profit function estimates.

111.1 The Normalized Restricted Profit Function

The normalized restricted profit function is assumed to be a
4

function of the normalized prices of variable inputs (hired labor,

bullock, and fertilizer), the quantities of fixed inputs (land, family

labor, capital), and environmental variables (education, age extension).

The following specification of the normalized restricted profit

function (3.1) and input demand function (3.2-3.4) for hired labor (NH),
5

bullock (B) and fertilizer (F) for wheat are estimated :

w

(3.1) In T* = lnA*+dTDT+u~lnPn+ a: lnPb+a~lnPf+

(3.2) -P ● NH
n *T *W

* = aN
DT + aN DW

IT
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(3.3) -Pb ● B *T *w
=

* ‘B
DT+a ~ DW

T

(3.4) -P ● F= *T DT+Q*Wf
aF

~ DW
*

IT

A
where n is a restricted profit normalized by the

restricted profit is the difference between total

minus the cost of variable inputs of hired labor,

Y is wheat output in quintals ● Py is wheat price

wheat price. The

wheat revenue (P ● Y)

fertilizer and bullock.

per quintal. The

variables P
n’ ‘b’

and Pf are respectively price of labor, bullock and

fertilizer normalized by wheat price. L is the market value of land
6

under wheat cultivation in rupees. NF is manyears of available family

labor. K is capital (12 percent of the total value of tools, equipments

and machinery) in rupees. A is farm operators age in years. DT is 1 if

farmer using tractor in wheat production and zero otherwise. DW is 1

if farmer not using tractor in wheat production and zero otherwise. X

is number of extension contacts in wheat crop season. E is number of

years of schooling of wheat farm operators. Superscripts T and W

denote tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farmers respectively.

111.2 Test of Profit Maximization and Relative Efficiency

Economic efficiency consists of two components: technical and al-

locative

maximize

to their

referred

(price) efficiency. Farmers are allocatively efficient if they

profit (i.e. equate marginal value products of variable inputs

respective opportunity costs) and the maximization of profit is

to as absolute allocative efficiency in this paper. The
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hypothesis

allocative

(3.5)

that both tractorized and non-tractorized farmers are absolute

efficient is tested by imposing restrictions (3.5) in (3.1-3.4).

* *’r it *T * *T
Ho:

aN=aN ; aB=aB ‘aF=aF

* *W * *w * *w

aN=aN ; ‘B=aB ‘aF=aF

The hypothesis (3.5) can be rejected if either one of the group fails

to maximize profits. Thus, the hypotheses that the tractorized farmers

are absolute allocative efficient

*T *T *T

(3.6) Ho: *=UN ; ~:=CLB ; ~:=~F
aN

and that the non-tractorized wheat farmers are absolute allocative efficient

*w *w *w

(3.7) Ho: a;= aN
* 7’:

aB = aB aF = aF

are also tested separately to distinguish whether the tractorized or

the non-tractorized farmers fail to maximize profits. As discussed

earlier, the profit function approach permits testing of a relative

economic efficiency difference between the tractorized and non-tractorized

wheat farmers by taking into account the differences in technical ef-

ficiency, allocative efficiency and in effective prices.

of equal relative economic efficiency of tractorized and

farmers can be tested by statistically assessing whether

variable (&T) in (3.1) is equal to O :

(3.8) Ho: 6T= g

The hypothesis

non-tractorized

tractor dummy

Since higher economic efficiency of tractorized farmers can emanate
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from their being technically andlor al.locativelymore efficient than the

non-tractorized

efficiency:

(3.9) Ho:

and that of the

(3.10) Ho:

are also tested

farms, the hypothesis of the equal relative allocative

*T *W *T *W T*. *w

‘N = ‘N ‘ aB = aB ‘ ‘F ‘aF

equal relative allocative and technical efficiency:

and

*T *W *T *W *T *W

‘N = ‘N ‘ aB = aB ‘ ‘F-= aF

to determine whether the higher relative economic

efficiency of the tractorized farms emanate from their being allocatively

and/or technically more efficient than the non-tractorized farms.

Since the issue of returns to scale has important policy implications
7

the hypothesis of constant returns to scale:

(3.11) Ho: BL+6K+6N=1

is tested to determine if the returns to scale in wheat farming is

constant or not.

111.4 Output Supply and Input Demand Functions

As indicated earlier> the profit function model can also be utilized

to derive oubput supply and input demand functions. A brief discussion of

how such a model can be uttlfzed to compute the own - and cross - price

elasticities of output supply and factor demand in addition to elasticities

with respect to the fixed inputs of production is presented below. The

normalized restricted profit function in terms of money prices of output
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and variable inputs can be written as

%

(3.12) In II*= lnA’:+6T TD-t-a~ln P~+a~ lnP~

-(a; +c%:+a;)P,

where, P; is money wage of hired labor in rupees per man day, P; is money

wage of bullock in rupees per day, P; is money price of fertilizer in

rupees per kilogram, P is money price of output (wheat) in rupees per quintal.

By using Shepherd-Uzawa-McFadden Lemma as in (2.16) the output supply can

be written as
*

(3.13) Y = I-T*(1-

Taking log of (3.13) and

(3.14) Y* = ln(l -

*

* * *
u ), where u

= %
+ a; + a*.

F

substituting from (3.12), we get

u*)+lnA*+8
T

TD + a; in P’
n

+@~lnX- (U*) P.

Similarly by taking log of (2.29) and substituting

get the typical factor demand function, say, the demand

as

from (3.12), we

for hired labor,
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(3.15) in NHD = ln(-a~) -1-8T TD + In A*

+ (a*- 1) in P; + a;
N

in P’
b

*
+6~ln NF+B~ln A+$~ln E+BX in X

+(1- u*) In P.

The output supply (input demand) elasticities can be derived by differ-

entiating Equation 3.14 and equation 3.15 with respect to the prices of

output and variable inputs and the quantities of fixed inputs.

111.4 The Production Function

One of the purposes of this paper is to compare the

elasticities derived from the profit function estimates,

production elasticities, with the elasticities obtained

which will be called direct production elasticities. A

of the following form is estimated to derive production

production

which will be called indirect

from production function,

wheat production function

elasticities.

(3.16) lnY = lnc+6LlnL+~NlnNF +f3Kln K+6AlnA+aNln ~+

aB
lnB+aFlnF+BElnE+ BxlnX+dTDT

Where, Y, L, NF, K, A, E, F and DT are as defined earlier in profit function.

NH is mandays of hired labor employed in wheat production. B is days of

bullock use. F is fertilizer in kilograms

The direct production elasticities ( C’sin 3.16) of fixed (L, NF, K)

and environmental factors (A, E, X) and variable factors (NH, B, F) ie a’s
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in 3.16 will then be compared with the respective indirect elasticities

>t *
computed from the profit function estimates (6!s and a,~) by using the

identities (2.21) as

I * -1
= -a;(l - u ) , J= hired labor,

aj

(3.17)

8; = 6:(1 - B*)
-1

J
,j = land, family

*
where, v = (a:+a:+ a;)

4 4

bullock, fertilizer

labor, capital

The parameters a; and 13~sare estimates from profit function model (3.1).
s

!
a and B’ are indirect production elasticities for variable and fixed

(and environmental) inputs respectively.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The first part of this section presents the tests of hypotheses of

profit maximization by and relative economic efficiency of tractorized

and non-tractorized wheat farmers. Then, it respectively discusses the parameter

estimates from profit and production functions, and input demand and

output supply elasticities. In addition, it compares the production

elasticities based on production function with those derived from profit

function estimates.

IV.1 Profit Maximization and Relative Efficiency

The F-ratios computed for testing hypotheses of absolute allocative

efficiency (profit maximization) and constant returns to scale are

reported in Table 1. The hypotheses that the tractorized wheat farmers

az’eabsolute price efficient, that the non-tractorized farmers are absolute

price efficient, and that both the tractorized and non-tractorized farmers
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Table 1. Tests of hypotheses of absolute allocative efficiency and
constant returns to scale of tractorized and non-tractorized
wheat farms, Bara District, Nepal.

Hypothesis Computed F-ratios Critical F-ratios
at 5 percent level
of significance

Absolute price efficiency F(3,783) = 0.517 F(3,m) = 2.60
of tractorized farms

Absolute price efficiency F(3,783) = 0.401 F(l,co)= 3.84
of non-tractorized farms

Absolute price efficiency F(6,783) = 1.419 F(6,~) = 2.10
of both tractorized and
non-tractorized farms

Constant returns to F(1,783) = 0.012
stale

Table 2. Tests of hypothesis of relative economic efficiency of
tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farms, Bara District,
Nepal.

Hypothesis Computed F-ratios Critical F-ratios
at 5 percent level
of significance

Equal relative economic F(1,783) = 5.09 F(l,m) = 3.84
efficiency

Equal relative allocative F(3,783) = 2.38 F(3,co)= 2.60
efficiency

Equal relative allocative F(4,783) = 2.94 F(4.m) = 2.37
and technical efficiency
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are absolute price efficient, are not rejected. The tests indicate that

both the tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farmers

maximize profits in the sense of equating the marginal

variable inputs (hired labor, bullock, and fertilizer)

were able to

value products of

to their respective

opportunity costs in wheat production in the 1979 wheat season (January-

April 1979). Since both tractorized and non-tractorized farmers were able

to maximize profits,the tests imply that tractors do not necessarily im-

prove the allocative efficiency of farmers. Also , the hypothesis of

constant returns to scale is not rejected at 1 or 5 percent level indicating

that wheat production in Bara District can be increased proportionately

by increasing all the inputs by a given proportion.

Similarly, the F-ratios computed for testing hypothesis of relative

economic efficiency of tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farmers are

presented in Table 2. The hypothesis of equal relative economic efficiency

is rejected in favor of higher economic efficiency of tractorized wheat

farms at 5 percent level. Tractorized farmers can attain higher economic

efficiency by being allocatively and/or technically more efficient

than non-tractorized farms. Thus, two more hypotheses are tested to

determine whether the higher economic efficiency of the tractorized

farms resulted from their being allocatively and/or technically more

efficient than the non-tractorized farms. Of the two, the hypothesis

of equal relative allocative efficiency is not rejected while that of

equal relative allocative and technical efficiency is rejected at 5

percent level.

non-tractorized

but the former

In other words,

The further tests demonstrate that the tractorized and

wheat farmers are equally price or allocative efficient

surpasses the latter in terms of technical efficiency.

the tractorized wheat farms are more economic efficient
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relatiue to the non-tractorized farms. The higher relative economic

efficiency of the tractorized farms emanates from their being technically

(rather than allocatively) more efficient than the non-tractorized

farms. The tests of absolute and relative efficiency hypotheses leads to

the conclusion that tractors improved wheat production in Bara by helping

farmers to shift their production function upward (technical efficiency)

but not by enhancing their decision making ability (allocative efficiency).

IV.2 The Parameters From Production and Profit Functions

The parameter estimates based on the joint estimation of profit

and input demand functions are reported in Table 3. The first column

presents the parameters estimated by Zellner’s seemingly unrelated regression

method by imposing restriction that tractorized farms are absolute

allocative efficient. The second column presents the estimates obtained

by imposing the restrictions that non-tractorized farms are absolute

allocative efficient. In the third column, the estimates derived by im-

posing linear constraints implied by the hypothesis that both tractorized

and non-tractorized farms are absolute allocative efficient are reported.

Lastly, in the fourth column, the parameters estimated by Zellner’s method

by imposing linear restrictions implied by constant returns to scale and

absolute allocative efficiency of both types of farms is contained. The

parameter estimates of the normalized restricted profit function must

satisfy the conditions of monotonicity (decreasing) and convexity in the

normalized prices of inputs and monotonicity (increasing) and q.uasiconcavi.ty

in the quantities of the fixed resources.

The parameter estimates of all factors, except for extension, have

expected signs (Table 3) which suggests that the profit function model
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Table 3. Estimates From the Joint Estimation of Profit and Input
Demand Functions for Wheat, Bara District, Nepal.

Profit Function Seemingly Unrelated Regression Estimates With
Restrictions*

Variables Parameters 1 2 3 4

Constant in A’”

*
Land (L)

‘L
*

F Labor (NF)
‘N

Capital (K) 6;

*
Education (E)

‘E
$;

Extension (X)
‘x

Age (A) 6:

#c
H Labor (Pn) aN

*
Bullock (Pb) aB

Fertilizer (Pf) a;

Tractor (TD) d;

Input Demand Function

*T
Labor aN

*W

aN
*T

Bullock
aB
*W

aB
*T

Fertilizer
aF
*W

aF

-9.687
(1.137)
0.751
(0.061)
0.169
(0.102)
0.086
(0.030)

‘ 0.077
(0.073)
-0.097
(0.077)
0.021
(0.173)
-0.270
(0.070)
0.379
(0.113)
-0.390
(0.108)
0.312
(0.129)

-0.270

(0.070)
-0.371

(0.093)
-0.379
(0.113)
-0.685
(o.153)
-0.390
(0.108)
-0.273
(0.143)

-9.625
(1.268)
0.753
(0.061)
0.169
(0.102)
0.085
(0.030’)
0.077
(0.073)
-0.093
(0.077)
0.018
(0.174)
-0.329
(0.184)
-0.610
(0.133)
-0.209
(0.129)
0.267
(0.124)

-0.290
(0.076)
-0.329
(0.084)
-0.414
(0.125)
-0.610
(0.133)
-0.424
(0.117)
-0.209
(0.129)

-9.807
(1.052)
0.751
(0.061)
0.169
(0.102)
0.085
(0.030)
0.076
(0$073)
-0.095
(0.077)
0.020
(0.174)
-0.307
(0.056)
-0.495
(0.091)
-0.339
(0.086)
0.225
(0.109)

-0.307
(0.056)
-0.307
(0.056)
-().495
(0.091)
-0.495
(0.091)
-0.339
(0.086)
-0.339
(0.086)

-9.789
(1.042)
0.750
(0.057)
0.164
(0.052)
0.086
(0.029)
0.077
(0.070)
-0.095
(0.077)
0,022
(o.166)
-0.306
(0.056)
-0.494
(0.091)
-0.338
(0.086)
0.224
(0.108)

-0.306

(0.056)
-0.306

(0.056)
-0.494
(0.091)
-0.494
(0.091)
-().338
(0.086)
-0.338
(0.086)

The numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the estimates.

:< The equations 1, 2 and 3 are estimated by imposing hypotheses
3.6, 3.7 and 3.5 respectively. The equation 4 is estimated
by jointly imposing hypotheses 3.5 and 3.11.
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estimated by imposing restrictions is well behaved. The estimates display

that all inputs except extension have a positive contribution to wheat

production. It demonstrates further that land, family, labor, hired labor,

bullock, fertilizer and capital are the most important inputs in wheat
8

production. Education is also an important contributor to

wheat production while operator’s age (a proxy for experience) does not ap-

pear to be crucial. The coefficient for tractor dummy variable (DT) indicates

that tractorized wheat farms are technically more efficient than the non-

tractorized ones.

Similarly, the estimates based on production function are contained

in Table 4. A number of production fucntions were estimated by including a

various combination of variables and estimates of three such production

functions are reported in Table 4. Most of the”regressions resulted in

2
similar R and similar coefficients fur variables. Since the function 2

in Table 4 contains the same variables as the profit function in Table 3,

the following discussion is based on the second column estimates in

Table 4. As the profit function, the production function estimates also

indicate that all factors except extension have positive contribution to

wheat production. It also suggests further that land, family labor, hired

labor, fertilizer and capital are the most important inputs in wheat

production. It is also consistent with the profit function in indicating

that the tractorized wheat farms are weakly technically more efficient

than the non-tractorized farms.

The direct production elasticities obtained from production function

and the indirect production elasticities derived from profit function

estimates are reported in Table 5. There are striking similarities and

differences between direct and indirect production elasticities (coefficients)
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Table 4. Estimates From Wheat Production Function, Bara District, Nepal.

Independent Parameters Equations
Variables 1 2 3

Land (L):

F Labor (NF):

H Labor (NH):

Capital (K):

Bullock (B):

Fertilizer (F):

Tractor (TD):

Education (E):

Extension (X):

Age (A):

Farm Size (DL):

Constant

2
+

F

***

‘L
0.476
(0.048~~

6N
0.139

(o.059~**

aN
0.204

(:”:;;J**
B

K
(0:018)

aB -0.004

(fl.04Q**

aF
0.153
(0.035)

dT 0.058
(0.069)

‘E —

fix —

‘A —

6s —

-3.871
(0.350)
0.8465
0.8411

151.4

WC$<
0.468
(0.048~*
0.129
(0.062~*$,
0.204
(0.037]**
0.048
(0.018)
0.002
(0.04Q**
0.158
(0.036)
0.054
(0.070)
0.021
(0.044)
-0.070
(0.047)
0.020
(o● 105)

—

-3.881
(0.507)
0.8485
0.8405

105.9

>k* >k
0.452
(0.049),
0.126

(0.067~*$,
0.192
(0.038~,~
0.043
(0.019)
0.025”
(o.044~**
0.150
(0.036)
0.068
(0.071)
0.027
(0.044)
-0.071
(0.047)
0.037
(0.105)
0.269
(0.168)
-3.776
(0.509)
0.8506
0.8418

97.3

The numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the
estimates.*~~*, *$:,and ‘~indicate significant at 1
percent, 5 percent and 10 percent levels respectively.



Table 5. Direct and Indirect Production Elasticities.

Production Elasticitiesg

Variables Direct Indirect

Land: L

Family Labor: NF

Capital: K

Education: E

Extension: X

Operator’s Age: A

Hired Labor: NH

Bullock: B

Fertilizer: F

Sum of Elasticities:

0.468

0.129

0.048

0.021

-0.070

0.020

0.204

0.002

0.158

0.980

0.351

0.077

0.040

0.036

-0.044

0.010

0.143

0.231

0.158

1.002
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of various inputs. The direct and indirect elasticities of various inputs

have identical signs. But they generally differ in terms of magnitude.

Only fertilizer has identical direct and indirect elasticities. Only

the elasticity for bullock based on production (direct) and profit

(indirect) functions is strikingly different in magnitude. The direct and

indirect elasticities for rest of the variables are similar but not

identical in terms of their magnitude. Even though the production elasticities

based on production function (direct) and profit function (indirect) estimates

are similar, the indirect elasticities appear better than the direct

ones for the following reasons. First, the profit function and input de-

mand functions estimated by seemingly unrelated regression gives consistent

and efficient estimates while the production function estimated by OLS may

result in biased estimates. Second, bullock is an important input in

wheat farming and one expects it to have important contribution in wheat

production. The production elasticitiesbased on profit function estimates

are more consistent with the expectation than the elasticities based on

production results.

IV.3 Output Supply and Input Demand Elasticities

The knowledge of price elasticities of output supply and factor

demand is important for policy purposes. Such elasticities can be

directly derived from profit function estimates. Own- and cross- price

elasticities of wheat supply and factor demand plus elasticities with

respect to the fixed inputs computed from the profit function estimates

are presented in Table 6. The own price elasticities of variable inputs

are all greater than unity in absolute values> suggesting a mildly elastic

variable input (hired labor, bullock and fertilizer) demand in wheat production.
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10
Table 6. Own- and Cross- Price Elasticities and Elasticities

Respect to Fixed Inputs of Output Supply and Factor
for Wheat, Bara District, Nepal

I output
supply (Y)

II Input
Demand

(1) Hired
Labor (NH)

(ii) Bullock (B)

(iii) Fertilizer(F]

P’
Y

1.138

2.138

2.138

2.138

-0.306

-1.306

-0.306

-0.306

1

‘b

0.494

-0.494

-1.494

-0.494

1

‘f

0.338

-0.338

-0.338

-1.338

L

0.750

0.750

0.750

0.750

K

0.086

0.086

0.086

0.086

with
Demand

NF

0.164

0.164

0.164

0.164

E

0.077

0.077

0.077

0.077
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The output (wheat) supply is also mildly responsive to its Price changes”

The cross- price elasticities between the variable inputs are small and

negative, indicating that all the variable inputs are weak complements.

The variable factors demands are quite responsive to wheat prices since

the cross - elasticities of variable inputs with respect to wheat prices

are much graater than unity. The elasticities of wheat supply and

factor demand with respect to fixed factors are small. Among the fixed

factors, the elasticities of output supply and input demand with respect

to land (0.750) and family labor (0.164) are relatively larger. “The

fixed - input elasticities measure the response of price taking, profit

maximizing farms with respect to exogenous change in fixed factors, holding

the prices of output and variable inputs constant. Thus , the elasticities

reflect the mutatis mutandis effect of a change in the quantity of a

fixed input, allowing the farm to adjust its output and variable inputs

optimally” (Lau, et al. 1979).

v. SUMMARY

This paper first lists the reasons why a profit function is a more

flexible model to analyze various production problems such as economies

of scale, efficiency in resource allocation or price elasticities than

a production function model. Second, it briefly discusses the theoretical

overview underlying the profit function approach. Thirdly, and most

importantly, it empirically estimates profit function model to demonstrate

how such a model can be utilized to test hypotheses concerning profit

maximization and relative economic efficiency. It also shows how input

demand and output supply elasticities (functions) can be directly derived

from profit function estimates. Finally, it compares the production elasticities
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derived from profit function estimates (indirect production elasticities)

with those obtained from production function (direct production elasticities)

to determine how closely the indirect production elasticities approximate

the direct elasticities.

The empirical estimation of the profit and

based on the data collected by interviewing 200

production functions is

wheat farmers of Bara

District in the central Terai of Nepal. Tractorized and non-tractorized

wheat farmers are utilized to demonstrate how a profit function approach

can be used to test hypotheses concerning economic efficiency differences

between groups such as small vs. large farms, tenant vs. owner operated

farms or educated vs. illiterate farmers.

The tests from the joint estimation of profit and input demand functions

indicate that both tractorized and non-tractorized wheat farmers are

absolute allocative efficient (i.e. maximize profits) in wheat production.

The tests of relative efficiency also displays that tractorized and non-

tractorized wheat farms are not significantly different in terms of

relative allocative efficiency. However, the further tests of relative efficiency

demonstrates that tractorized farms attain higher economic efficiency

relative to the non-tractorized wheat farms and the higher relative

economic efficiency

more efficient than

is found to prevail

of theformer emanates from their being technically

the latter. Furthermore, a constant returns to scale

in wheat production.
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Wheat supply is mildly responsive (elasticity of 1.138) to changes

in its own price while variable factors - hired labor, bullock and fertilizer -

demandare quite responsive (elasticity of 2.138) to wheat price variations.

The own price elasticities of variable inputs are all greater than unity

in absolute values, indicating a mildly elastic input demand. The

cross - price elasticities between variable inputs are negative and

small . Among fixed factors, the elasticities of wheat supply and variable

factor demand with respect to land is relatively larger.

The production elasticities obtained from production function

(direct production elasticities) and those derived from profit function

estimates (indirect production elasticities) are similar but not identical.

Generally speaking, the indirect elasticities appear more in line with

expectation than the direct elasticities.

In conclusion, the profit function model permits testing of hypotheses

of absolute and relative efficiencies. It directly yields output supply

and input demand functions (elasticities). Its estimates can be utilized

to derive statistically better production elasticities. Thus, a profit

function model appears to be a better and more flexible alternative to

production function model in analyzing various production problems.
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Appendix I. Estimates From the Joint Estimation of Profit and Input
Demand Functions for Wheat, Bara District, Nepal.

Profit Function
Single Restrj.ctedfi

Variables Parameters Equation Seemingly “UnreiatedRegression
OLS Estimates

1 2 3

Constant in Ak

Land (L) 6:

*
F Labor (NF)

‘N

Capital (K) B:

Education (E) C;

*
Extension (X)

‘x

Age (A)
*

‘A
*

H Labor (Pn)
aN

*
Bullock (Pb)

‘B

Fertilizer (Pf) a;

Tractor (TD) 6T

Input Demand Function

*T
Labor

%
*TJ

aN
*T

Bullock
aB
*W

aB
>*T

Fertilizer
aF

-10.022
(2.835)
0.773
(0.075)
0.298
(0.125)
0.064
(0.037)
0.060
(0.089)
-0.080
(0.096)
0.005
(o.211)
0.439
(0.734)
-1.695
(0.539)
-0.261
(0.809)
0.275
(0.133)

-0.290
(0.076)
-0..371
(0.093)
-0.414
(0.125)
-0.685
(0.153)
-0.424
(0.117)
-0.273
(0.143)

-8.307
(2.412)
0,792
(0.063)
0.150
(O.106)
0.088
(0.031)
0.111
(o.074)
-0.069
(0.081)
0.063

(0.179)
0.158
(0.628)
-0.912
(o.457)
-0.018
(0.689)

o
0

-0.340
(0.073)
-0.297
(0.087)
-0.493
(0.119)
-0.565
(0.143)
-0.482
(o.114)
-0.185
(0.137)

-8.362
(2.395)
0.794
(0.062)
0.149
(0.105)
0.086
(0.031)
0.114
(0.074)
-0.071
(0.081)
0.063
(0.178)
0.135
(0.625)
-0.858
(0.453)
-0.036
(0.686)

o
0

-0.323
(0.059)
-0.323
(0,059)
-0.522
(0.097)
-0.522
(0.097)
-0.363
(0.091)
-0.363
(0.091)

-7.887
(2.378)
0.762
(0.063)
0.165
(0.105)
0.085
(0.031)
0.083
(0.074)
-0.074
(0.080)
0.030
(0.177)
0.038
(0.620)
-0.783
(0.451)
-0.033
(0.678)
0.238
(0.111)

-0.323
(0.059)
-0.323
(0.059)
-0.522
(0.097)
-0.522
(0.097)
-0.363
(0.091)
-0.363
(0.091)

The numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the estimates.

* The equations 1, 2 and 3 are estimated by imposing restrictions
implied by hypotheses (3.8), (3.10) and (3.9) respectively.
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FOOTNOTES

The author is indebted to Professor Vernon W. Ruttan for his encouragement

and helpful suggestions at various stages of the development of this paper.

1
A major thrust of this paper is on the empirical applications of

profit function. Those who are interested in a detailed understanding

of the profit function theory should refer to the references listed at

the end of this paper. The discussions in this paper draws upon the

works of Lau and Yotopoulos as well as others.

2
In other words, the two groups of farmers are assumed to be technologically

different only in terms of neutral shifts in their production

functions.

3
Profit in this study is defined as revenue minus variable costs as

done by Lau and Yotopoulos. This short run profit is referred to as

restricted profit, since it is the amount of profit that can be realized

when the quantities of some inputs are fixed in the short.

4
Some researchers have included only labor as variable input while

others have fncluded labor, fertilizer, irrigation, machinery and

animal power as variable inputs. In general, avialability of price

data and researcher’som subjective judgement may determine what should

or should not be included as variable input in an empirical model.

5
Assuming an additive error with zero expectation and finite var-

iance and the co-variance of the errors of two equations for the same

farm to be non-zero while the co-variance of the errors of two equa-

tions corresponding to different farms to be zero$ Zellner’s asymptotically

efficient (seemingly unrelated regression) method was employed for the

joint estimation of the operational models (3.1-3.4).

6
The variables IT*,L, K, pn, ‘b) Pf and P are expressed in Nepalese

rupees (RS). U.S. $1 = RS 12.00.
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7
The hypothesis of constant returns to scale can be tested by examining

whether the sum of the coefficients of the fixed factors in (3.1) is equal

to one. The theory underlying this hypothesis is not presented in this

paper and one may refer to Jamison and Lau (pp. 245-47) for a brief

proof of this hypothesis.

8
The profit function parameters obtained by imposing restrictions

implied by the hypothesis of relative economic efficiency are reported in

Appendix 1.

9
The direct elasticities are directly picked up from the second

column of Table 4 while the ihdirect elasticities are derived from fourth

column estimates in Table 3 by using identities 3.17. Since hypothesis of

absolute allocative efficiency and constant returns to scale are not

rejected, input demand and output supply elasticities (functions) as well

as indirect production elasticities are computed from profit function

parameters estimated by imposing restrictions implied by the hypotheses

of profit maximization and constant returns to scale.

10
The elasticities in this table are estimated by utilizing profit

function estimates reported in the fourth column of Table 3. Refer to

footnote 9 to find out why the estimates in the fourth column are

utilized to derive the elasticities.
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